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I don't know what's going on. Where are the photos, for starters?

	Weird past couple weeks. For both Tuesday & Thursday-morning's ride, my video camera, a GoPro Hero9, has acted like it's been

recording, but there is no evidence on the video card that was. No files. You'd think after this happened Tuesday I would have tested

it, tried something at home and see what was working and what wasn't, but perhaps I was still reeling from my utter failure on

Sunday and wasn't of sound mind.

Tuesday's ride was, fortunately, much better than Sunday's. And surprisingly, Thursday's ride was better yet. It didn't feel that way at

the start; Kevin and Colin had me on the ropes towards the end of the section through the park. I really didn't think I'd see my usual

comeback on the middle section. But, just like Tuesday's ride, and so many before that, the usual happened again. I don't know why.

But once you get past the park and the grade reduces just a little bit, it feels like I have a chance to recover. But, why just me? By the

time I got to the wide open section, I had to circle around a bit, waiting for Kevin and Colin to catch up. This is sometimes risky; it's

possible that I never get my speed (if you can call it that) back after waiting for them, while they're still under full steam and In end

up getting dropped. Dropped, after waiting for them. But that didn't happen Thursday; I had good-enough legs I could do whatever I

wanted (within limits) and distanced them again.

And then... they disappeared from view, with just half a mile, maybe less, to go. I slowed way down, kept waiting... but they never

came into view. Finally turned around and found the reason. As seemed likely, Kevin was having a seizure. He recovered and had no

further issues, but the rest of the ride it remained the case that I could still ride strongly, could still put Kevin and Colin behind me if

I wished. Such a remarkable difference from Sunday!
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